
 

Science Produce an animal fact file.  Present it in any way you 

choose.  Choose one animal at a time and make sure 

there are facts about a variety of animals: herbivore, 

omnivore, carnivore; mammal, bird, fish, insect; does 

the animal have an endoskeleton or an exoskeleton; 

are they warm blooded or cold blooded; What do they 

eat? Are they producers, predators or prey; fun facts.

Maths This week we will be exploring 2D and 3D shape. Go 

on a shape hunt using the shape sheet. What shapes 

have you found. What are thier properties? For 3D 

shapes, how many vertices do they have? How many 

edges? How many faces?                               

 Complete the times table sheet for the 3x tableSpelling Use the phonics play free site to play planetary 

plurals.  

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/PlanetaryPlurals.html

Reading Pick a different aspect of the "25 great ways to 

respond to a book" list for this week. Also, write a 

book review for our favourite class story 'The 

Christmasaurus'. What did you like about the book? 

Who was your favourtie character? 

Writing Write a "Super Sentence Stacking" story with Jane 

Considine and the nation following our school "Write 

Stuff" programme. 9:45am every day and then 

10:30am, 12:30am and 2:00pm. Subscribe to: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuaq74gHBALPcb

1nbJ1EF2Q

Art Encourage the children to use shapes to make 

pictures – mosaic pieces, sticky paper shapes, ‘fuzzy 

felts’. Can they make an animal with a circular head, a 

triangular body etc… Ask the children to make ‘ruler’ 

pictures –use a ruler to draw a series of intersecting 

lines and to colour in each enclosed shape, talking 

about the properties of these shapes and naming them 

as they do so.

P.E. Join in with PE with Joe at 9:00 - 9:30am every 

morning.  Subscribe to: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0T

YlRfn6rYQ
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